BABY BATH STAND
Instructions for assembly and use

READ BEFORE USE AND KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
Intended for use with the aqua scale baby bath
The aqua scale stand conforms to EN1466:2004+A1:2007
V3

Welcome
Thank you for purchasing this aqua scale baby bath stand.
Please read the instructions and safety advice carefully before use, to ensure safe and
satisfactory operation of this product. Your child’s safety is your responsibility.
If you have a query with this product or require replacement parts, please contact the
Helpline on 0161 335 2508.
Lay out the parts on a soft level surface and compare them to the parts list below. Do
not discard any packaging until you are sure that you have all the parts.
Keep children clear during assembly as the pack may contain small parts which could
present a choking hazard. Once you have identified the parts all plastic covers should
be removed, destroyed or kept away from children.

Safety instructions
The aqua scale stand is designed specifically for use with the aqua scale 3-in1 baby
bath. WARNING: Use only on firm ground which is horizontal, level and dry.
Ensure there is enough space around the bath to safely handle the child in and out of
the bath.
WARNING: Do not let other children play unattended near the aqua scale stand.
Ensure bath stand is fully open and that the two leg braces are locked into position.
Regularly check that all nuts, bolts and assembly fittings are tight and secure before
use.
WARNING: Do not use the bath stand if any parts are damaged, missing or loose.
Do not move the bath stand whilst bathing baby, or when there is water in the bath.
Only use spares approved by the manufacturer.
Do not use the bath stand for purposes other than what it was designed for.
When the aqua scale stand is not in use it must be folded away.

Care and maintenance
Wipe clean using a mild soap and warm water. Dry thoroughly.
Never use ammonia based, bleach or spirit cleaners.
Do not use abrasive cleaners or abrasive pads.
Ensure product is dry before storing.
Always check parts regularly for tightness of nuts bolts and assembly fittings - tighten if
required. To maintain the safety of your nursery product, seek prompt repairs for bent,
worn or broken parts.
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Parts list
Contained in your carton are:
Pt Description
1
Pairs of legs (A) & (B)
2
Leg struts (wide A) & (narrow B)
3
Top rail (wide A) & (narrow B)
4
Bath support (wide A) & (narrow B)
5
Bolts (22mm)
6
Plastic washers
7
Nuts
8
Spanner
9
Allen key
10 Bath drainage hose
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* Some of the nuts and bolts on the legs
have been attached loosely in order to make
assembly easier - these will require tightening
once all parts have been assembled.
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Assembling the bath stand
Open both sets of legs (1A) and (1B) fully.
Place them so that the braces are facing
inwards towards one another.
braces

1B

1A

narrower set legs

wider set legs

Using the wider strut (2A) for the wider
set legs and the narrower strut (2B) for
the narrower set legs, join the two sets
of legs and secure using eight bolts and
eight nuts.
Ensure all eight nuts and bolts are fully
tightened using the supplied Allen key
and spanner.
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2A
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Assembling the bath stand
3B

Using the wider top rail (3A) for the
wider set legs and the narrower top rail
(3B) for the narrower set legs, push the
open ends of the top rails onto the ends
of the legs.

3A

Top Tip: If you have trouble pushing the
top rails onto the ends of the legs, then
apply a small amount of washing up
liquid to the end of the legs.

Fig1

leg tubing

bath support

washer

4A
4B

Using the wider bath support (4A) for the wider set legs and the narrower bath support
(4B) for the narrower set legs, place the bolts through the leg tubing so that just
enough bolt is poking through to slide the washers onto the bolts (see fig1). Place the
bath supports between the legs and then, push the bolts all the way through.
Check nothing is loose and ensure ALL nuts and bolts are fully tightened using
the supplied Allen key and spanner.
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Folding the bath stand
B
B

A

A

To fold: Unlock both braces (A) by raising them in the centre by approximately an inch.
Holding the two top rails, draw them together (B).
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